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INTRODUCTION

1.1. 1. 1 CHARACTERISTICS
◆ Large LCD display
◆ AC / Rechargeable battery
◆ Stored 10 unit price (indirect PLU)
◆ Auto backlight

1.2. SPECIFICATIONS
Model

Capacity

Division

SPC-S

Flat Format

6kg 2g, 15kg 5g, 30kg,10g

SPC-T

Pole Display

6kg 2g, 15kg 5g, 30kg,10g

1.3. DIMENSIONS

1.4. INSTALLATION
Keep the scale dry. Precipitation, humidity and all types of liquids or moisture can contain minerals that will
corrode electronic circuits.
Avoid high humidity that might cause condensation. Avoid direct contact with water. Do not spray or immerse
the scales in water. If scale meet water, reading data will be unstable, or scale will can’t work correctly,
please turn off the power immediately, warm the scale, or call your dealer.
Attach the main cable to the connector on the bottom of the scale. The power switch is located on the base
near the front of the scale.
Power switch is at the right side of bottom cover, AC adapter jack also near the power switch, see attached
drawing.
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KEY DESCRIPTION

Each of the keys are shown and described for you.
ZERO

The ZERO key zeroes the scale.

TARE

The TARE key subtracts tare values and changes the SPC from gross
mode (no tare) to net mode.

SAVE

The SAVE key used to disable or enable the unit price and tare auto-clear
Function

B/L

The B/L key used to set the backlight mode (ON/OFF/AUTO).

ACCOUNT The ACCOUNT key is used to do memory recall, give change and
memory clear in one time.
M+

The M+ key adds data to the accumulators. If the weight is less than 20d,
total price of last time will be showed (MR function).

UNIT

The UNIT key is used change unit(kg/100g).

PLU

The PLU key is used to store unit price memory and recall unit price from
Memory.

C

The C key is used for canceling the memorized data.

0~9

The NUMERIC key (0~9) is used for setting unit price data.

00

Used to input two zero.
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OPERATION

3.1. GENERAL INSTRUCTION
1．When battery goes low, the indication
will be turned on automatically. It is the time to charge
the battery with the AC power. If SPC goes on being used without proper charging, the display window
will show “BAT LO” every 5 minutes, and SPC would be shut down automatically after 30 minutes of
warning in order to protect the battery. Please charge the battery immediately, or SPC cannot be used.
2．The display window will show color of orange when battery is being charged, and it will turn to color
green when battery is fully charged.
3．Before starting using ASP, please check if the bubble is in the middle of the level ; if not, please make
appropriate adjustment.

3.2. BASIC OPERATION
3.2.1 Zero the scale
When there is no item on the scale but reading is not zero, press the ZERO key to turn on ZERO
indicator. When the weight goes over 10 % of the full capacity, “read zero” function is obsolete.

3.2.2 Tare
Put container on the platter, once the weight reading is stable, press the TARE key, the TARE
indicator will be on and the container’s weight will be deducted. When it is time to clear the TARE,
take off the container, and press TARE key again.

3.2.3 Overload Warning
Please do not add item that is over the maximum capacity. When reading “—OL—“ and hear beeping
sound, remove the item on the platter to avoid damage to the load cell.

3.2.4 Unit price setting
To trade with your SPC scale, it is necessary to setting a unit price of the goods, SPC then uses this
unit price to determine how much that goods are on the platter.
When SPC scale displaying the weight of the goods placed on the scale, set the unit price through
numeric keys. Set unit price is showed in UNIT PRICE window display, TOTAL PRICE window
display shows the total price of the goods. To cancel the previous unit price, press CANCEL key .

3.2.5 Change unit
You can use the UNIT key to change unit(kg/100g). Press UNIT key will change the weighing unit
circularly, and the pertinent indicator will on.

3.3. UNIT PRICE MEMORY
The scale model SPC can store 10 sets unit price.

3.3.1 Save the unit price
Hold the PLU key for 3 seconds after you key in the unit price, it will show “save
pos PS 0-9” ,
press numeric key 0~9 to select which memory location you want to use. After you do, the unit price
is stored in the scale.

3.3.2 Load the unit price
If you want to use the unit price stored in the scale, press PLU key, SPC will shows “load
pos
PL 0-9”, press numeric key 0~9 to select which memory location’s price you want to use, current
unit price will change to the value stored in the memory.
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3.4. Other function
3.4.1 Backlight
The scale have three backlight mode: on, off and auto.
ON: backlight will turn on however current weight is zero or not Zero
OFF: backlight will turn off however current weight is zero or not zero
AUTO: backlight will turn on when current weight is not zero and it will turn off if current weight is
zero
You can press B/L key to set backlight mode, display will show current backlight mode, press SAVE
key to select backlight mode (ON/OFF/AUTO), after you select, press TARE key to sure.

3.4.2 Automatic unit price clear
The scale can set automatic unit price clear, when return to zero, SPC will clear the unit price
automatically.
Press SAVE key will turn on / off automatic unit price clear function, when SAVE indicator on,
automatic unit price clear disable, when SAVE indicator off, automatic unit price clear enable.
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SETTING OF PARAMETERS

4.1. ENTER SETTING MODE
To set the parameters it is necessary to enter a secure menu. This is done by entering a password number
when requested.
To enter the parameter menus press the TARE key during the initial counting of the display after power
turned on. The Weight Display will show "P n " requesting the password number to be entered.
Press the "O" key four times. The display will show "Pn- - - -", Press the TARE key.
The Parameter menu has 16 functions that can be accessed using the SAVE key to cycle through the
choices. The Weight Display will show the name of the functions. Also you can press 0 to select F0, and key
2 to select F2…… To enter a function press the TARE key. At any time press the ZERO key to return to
weighing.
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4.2. PARAMETER SETTING TABLE
Weight Display

Description

F0

Please short K6 before setting.
When the parameter menu show "F0" press the TARE key.
The display will then show "UNLOAD" to request all weight be removed
from the platform.
After STABLE indicator on, press the TARE key to set the zero point.
The display will then show the calibration weight requested, press the
TARE key to accept it.
The display will show "LOAD". place the calibration weight on the scale.
After STABLE indicator on, press the TARE key. The scale will calibrate
and then start the initial check procedure counting form 9 to 0. Remove
the weight during the counting.

CAL

Set external resolution, press SAVE key to change (3000/60000/duag
range), press Tare key to sure.

F1

RES

F2

UNIT

Not available

F3

CAPA

Set capacity, Press SAVE key to select, press TARE key to sure..

F4

POINT

F5

POINT

F6 INIT ZERO

Set weighing decimal point, press SAVE key to select, press TARE key
to sure.
Set price decimal point, press SAVE key to select, press TARE key to
sure.
Not available

F7 RE ZERO

Not available

F8 SCSIUE TARE
F9 A-D COUNTS

Not available

F10 cntry

Not available

F11 Fractn

Set half/quarter/100g/unit key function on or off(on/off).

F12 RS- 23 2

It has to be ALWAYS OFF

F13 Printr

It has to be ALWAYS OFF

F14 baud
F15 mode
F16 scale

Displays the A/D counts.

Set baud rate, this parameter will available when F12 set as not off, you
can select 2400bps, 4800bps, 9600bps, 19200bps
Set communication mode, you can select 7E1(7 data bits, 1 stop bit, even
verify), 7O1(7 data bits, 1 stop bit, odd verify), 8n1(8 data bit, 1 stop bit,
no verify),
Set scale mode, you can select 0,1,2,3 1/2/3 are all mutual mode by RS232, normally, set scale mode as 0

F17 percnt

Set percentage tare mode, you can set as on or off. When se this
parameter as on, you can use percentage tare function, enter a values
from numeric keyboard, hold tare key for 3 second, %tare indicator on,
scale in %tare mode, the goods put on your platter will tare the values
you have set automatically.

F18 label

Set label format, not available

F19 grv

Set gravity value, input your local gravity value

F20 scale

Scale mode, not available
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BATTERY OPERATION

The scales can be operated from the battery if desired. The battery life is approximately 70 hours.
When the battery needs charging the arrow above the low battery symbol under the weight display will turn
on. The battery should be charged as soon as the arrow above the symbol is on. The scale will still operate
for about 10 hours after which it will automatically switch off to protect the battery.
To charge the battery simply plug into the mains power. The scale does not need to be turned on.
The battery should be charged for 12 hours for full capacity.
Just under the TOTAL PRICE display is an LED to indicate the status of battery charging. When the scale is
plugged into the mains power the internal battery will be charged. If the LED is green the battery has a full
charge. If it is Red the battery is nearly discharged and yellow indicates the battery is being charged.
As the battery is used it may fail to hold a full charge. If the battery life becomes unacceptable then contact
your distributor or Adam Equipment.

Note: new batteries are shipped partially charged. Before you can use your scale, you need to install and
charge the battery, as indicated by the following instructions.
Some batteries perform best after several full charge/discharge cycles.
Battery performance depends on many factors, including your backlight setting and operate.
Never use any charger or battery which is damaged.
Do not short-circuit the battery. Accidental short-circuiting can occur
when a metallic object (coin, clip or pen) causes direct connection of the
+ and - terminals of the battery (metal strips on the battery) for example
when you carry a spare battery in your pocket. Short-circuiting the
terminals may damage the battery or the connecting object.
Do not dispose of batteries in a fire.
Dispose of batteries according to local regulations (e.g. recycling). Do
not dispose as household waste.
Avoid charging under airless conditions.
To maximize your battery’s performance:
• Always use Original batteries and AC adapter. The scale warranty does not cover damage caused from
using non-original batteries and/or battery chargers.
• The rating of AC adapter output is 9V, but normal output range will be 11V~15V
• New batteries or batteries that have been stored for long periods of time may require a longer charge time.
• Maintain the battery at or near room temperature when charging.
• Do not expose batteries to temperatures below -10°C (14°F) or above 45°C (113°F).
• Over extended periods of time, batteries gradually wear down and require longer charging times.
This is normal. If you charge your battery regularly and notice a decrease in operate time or an increase in
charging time, then it is probably time to purchase a new battery.
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ERROR CODES
Error Codes

Meaning

ERR 4

Current weight exceed set zero limit，thus cannot reset to zero

ERR 5

Keyboard error

ERR 6

Load cell not connected or Load cell damaged
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